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Introduction

I began to put collect this material when those interested in keeping up-to-date with critical writings and with coverage of Wole Soyinka’s publications, productions, activities, statements etc., relied on time-tested, labour intensive, now barely imaginable and out-of-date methods. We gathered press cuttings, pestered supportive friends, relations and colleagues, and travelled; we visited libraries, archives and high commissions. It was a time when the printed word was the main source of information and when West Africa was the eagerly awaited, regional ‘journal of record’. Dear dead days, unknown to many; almost beyond recall.

This list is one file from a series that dates from BPC – Before the Personal Computer. It goes back to the time before Word Processing programmes and the Internet transformed the lives of students, critics and bibliographers. The file from which the text below has been pruned and printed has existed in several word processing programmers and on generations of PCs. In returning to it during 2013/2014 - and in using on-line resources now available to resolve, or try to resolve, queries, I became acutely aware of inconsistencies and shortcomings. I am, however, content for this ‘virtual document’ to be transformed into hard copy, because, despite short-comings, I hope it will go out into the material world, prove of some use for the present and show the need for something more extensive in the future.

The document will, I hope, remind those interested in Soyinka of the need for comprehensive and systematic collections of relevant material including Soyinka’s Papers. Thanks to individual initiatives and generous support some collections have been set up and are open to researchers. These include the Brotherton Library at Leeds, which holds the Martin Banham Papers, and, Harvard University Library that reflects the passionate interest of Henry-Louis Gates Jnr. The existence of these repositories is reassuring – and, since they provide both resources and points of possible growth, challenging.

The list below is presented here in order to draw attention to the need for a venture that will do justice to the significance of Soyinka’s work. In that spirit, I would like to reflect on the many wonderful collaborators who have helped me, and to mention particularly Martin Banham, Femi Ilesanmi and Bernth Lindfors. Their willingness to share has been inspirational, and they already have ‘monuments’ – if we know where to look! To their names I would add that of Anja Oed who arranged for the hosting of Soyinka bibliographical material at www.jahn-bibliothek.ifeas.uni-mainz.de/390_ENG_HTML.php

The possibility of establishing a Soyinka Archive at Abeokuta has been mentioned and that would seem to be a very promising initiative. The project should be thought through, set up, supported and enjoyed.

In the meantime, I welcome suggestions about how the fragment below can be made more useful.

James Gibbs jamesgibbs (at) btinternet.com. December 2014

**Abbreviations Used**

*ALAB* – *African Literature Association Bulletin*

*ALT* – *African Literature Today*

ANA – Association of Nigerian Authors

ANAR – Association of Nigerian Authors’ Review

*BALE* – *Black African Literature in English*, a k a Lindfors’ Bibliography, a series of volumes covering different years,

BL – Bernth Lindfors, see *BALE*

CANR – *Contemporary Authors New Revised Series* (Detroit)
CEAfr – Cahiers d’Éduces Africaines (Paris)

C E and S – Commonwealth Essays and Studies

ComQ – Commonwealth Quarterly

DAI - Dissertation Abstracts International

EACLALS – European Association for Commonwealth Language and Literature Studies.


EJOLLS – Ekpoma Journal of Language and Literary Studies (Ekpoma, Nigeria)

FRSC – Federal Road Safety Corps

GLS - Guardian Literary Series (Lagos)

LHU – Literary Half-Yearly (Mysore)

LC – Library of Congress

Lang and S – Language and Style (Flushing NY).

MLA – Modern Language Association

OSRSC – Oyo State Road Safety Corps

PAWA – Pan-African Writers’ Association (based in Accra)

RAL – Research in African Literatures.

RELS – Review of English and Literary Studies (Ibadan)

RSC – Road Safety Corps

SAP – Structural Adjustment Programme

WAACLALS - West African Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies Journal. (Short-lived, Canadian financed – I believe.)
1988

Note: The Anons are listed in chronological sequence and provide an introduction to some of the main public engagements of the year.


Chinweizu replied: "So you are the Wole." The exchange continued: Soyinka: "You must take the time to study literature seriously." Chinweizu: "Maybe another kind of literature."

Anon, with photo by Bayo Ewuoso, in *The Guardian*, 6 July 1988. Shows Soyinka with Michael Manley, former Prime Minister of Jamaica, Obasanjo, and Alex Ibru, publisher of *The Guardian* at Obasanjo's farm on 5th - for 5th Anniversary of the foundation of the newspaper.

Anon. "Soyinka blasts critics." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 18 August 1988, pp. 8-9. (Soyinka interviewed on Oyo State TV 'Viewpoint' programme. Said he had decided to serve the present administration because of the democratic stance and its commitment to move to civil rule programme. Also said he regarded criticisms of his position as 'parochial and self-centered', and observed that 'the soul of the average Nigerian is corrupt'.)


Anon. "Search for Dele's killers gets boost." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 20 December 1988, p. 1. (Soyinka spoke at a function to mark the second anniversary of the death of Dele Giwa.)


Agu, Ogonna. "Soyinka won't be left alone." *The Guardian*, 6 July 1988, p.13. (A very confused article which makes references to Soyinka's involvement with road safety - initially in Ondo (sic) State, the alleged radio station hold up 'on the eve of an election like a fanatic for democracy..' Should be Oyo not Ondo.)


Ajayi, Wale. "Sowande's open letter to Soyinka." *Vanguard*, 14 May, 1988, p.6. (Defends Soyinka against Sowande's suggestion that he 'had given way to the politician in him' by accepting the (Government) RSC post. Also defends Soyinka against Sowande regarding a controversial cartoon and his remarks about SAP.)


Akerele, Olu. "Wole Soyinka sings at Nicon Noga Hilton Hotel." *Sunday Concord* (Lagos), 12 June 1988, pp 1, 10. (Report on Soyinka singing with ‘Babs’; songs included "Taxi Driver" and "Mona Lisa"; refers to a lobster dinner; names others present; quotes Soyinka on Chinweizu: 'This man lives on Wole Soyinka ... I don't reckon with him at all.' Refers to Soyinka’s address to RSC ‘corpers’ given earlier in the day. This report provoked a reply from, I think, Ogunbiyi, and contributes to the Chinweizu Debate - they had recently met for the first time. See above. .JG)
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Awonifa, Michael. "Aké: The Years of Servitude." National Concord, 7 July 1988, p 7. (A report on a visit to Abeokuta, and of encounters with those who knew Soyinka and his mother. One informant said: 'Book has turned him into something else.')

Ayeni, Olugbenga. "A New Line in Leadership." West Africa (London), December 5-11 1988, p. 2279. (Describes Soyinka's participation in high-level discussions about Africa's leadership problems; records his reference to Ngugi, who, he said, documented the nationalist struggle and was rewarded by being forced into exile.)


Badejo, Deidre L. "The Yoruba and the Afro-American Trickster: A Contextual Comparison," Presence Africaine (Paris), 147 (3rd Quarterly 1988), pp. 3 -17. (Describes Soyinka's discussion of 'the interdependency between the deities and humanity' as 'instructive'.)


Bamikunle, Aderemi. "Problems of Language in Understanding Soyinka's A Shuttle in the Crypt." African Literature Today (London), 16 (1988), pp. 77-90. (Considers the language in which Soyinka writes verse in the context of C. 20th poetry; draws attention to the criticisms levelled by Chinweizu and the approaches adopted by critics Jones and Moore; sets out to examine Soyinka's choice of words, images, techniques and sentence structure in order to identify obstacles in the way of understanding; provides a very controversial interpretation of parts of "Procession II" (regards indigo as evil, 'burrs' as indicative of vibration); quotes "A Cobweb's Touch in the Dark" and some of the "Animistic Spells" in order to draw attention to problems of understanding. Bamikunle regards several poems as political statements about Nigeria; lists the allusions to writers and events and provides interpretations and explanations.

Bamikunle is sometimes misleading as in his confusion of the sibyl with the sphinx. See also his explanation of 'burrs'! JG)

Ben-Ifode, Y. "Sowande vs Soyinka: FRSC Joins In." Daily Express (Lagos), 5? September 1988, and ANA Review, 4, 5 (November 1988), pp. 20, 22. (The article takes up some of the accusations against Soyinka made by Bode Sowande in "A Man from Whom Much is Expected").


Booth, James. "Wole Soyinka, by James Gibbs." (Review), African Affairs (London), 87, 347 (April 1988), pp. 292-3. (Finds both incisiveness and 'literary blarney' in the study; considers the emphasis on literary debts sometimes 'perverse'; points out that Gibbs 'quite overlooks Soyinka's first marriage to a white woman and the dispute over custody of their son'.)


Caute, David. "Suffering But Not in Silence." Times Literary Supplement (London), 23-29 September 1988, p. 1042. (Review of Art, Dialogue and Outrage. Describes Soyinka as 'the Fela Kuti of Nigerian letters', sees the 'break with negritude (as) both painful and fundamental', detects a 'rare intelligence', deplores 'lapse' into Pan-African demand for a single African language, quotes Gordimer's complaints about Soyinka's style (in a review of Akè), and, after, indicating which targets 'outraged' Soyinka, concludes: 'The lesson is basic: whatever the provocation, the artist is well advised to suffer in silence.' Caute is confused about National Theatre's production of Bacchae, assuming it was by Ronald Eyre. In fact, Joffe. JG.)


Chinweizu. "The Chinweizu Observatory: Critics Rights: Admonitions to Soyinka." Vanguard, 6 November, 1988, p.7. (Opens with a reference to Soyinka's Sunday Concord article of 12 June 1988 in which Chinweizu was referred to as "that boy." Chinweizu defends himself against Soyinka's claim that he "needs (Soyinka) around" by calculating his output and the amount which deals with Soyinka. Suggests that only because of his megalomania does Soyinka see himself as indispensable to Chinweizu; advises the laureate to "stick to intellectual issues in our tournament." (Refers to the personal abuse of Nkem Nwankwo in his attack on Theo Vincent, Vanguard, 27 October 1988.)

Maintains that scholarship is badly served by those who bring personalities into play. Claims that Soyinka wants to be above criticism and that his reactions to hostile criticism suggests an "infantile" demand. Refers to *Art, Dialogue and Outrage* which he describes as "displaying Soyinka's 25 years of tirades against dissenters" and quotes David Caute (*TLS* 23-29 September 1988, p. 1042.) This quote ends with comments on Soyinka's complaints against Rich. Chinweizu concludes by implying a parallel between Soyinka and Emperor Bokassa, and describes the writer as a 'literary tyrant (whose works may not be criticized without the critic being butchered for blasphemy – i.e. contempt of God!).’ Maintains that critics have the right to criticize published work. See reactions from Soyinka and Omueru. This shows how Chinweizu - while asking that personalities and insults be kept out of the debate - brings both in, and incorporates a totally inadequate assessment of *Art, Dialogue and Outrage*. Concludes on a deliberately provocative note. JG.)

Chiwengo, Ngwarsungu. "Wole Soyinka, le tigre qui saute." *Linguistics et Sciences Humaines* (Kinshasa), 28, 1-2 (1988), pp. 133-138. (Includes comments on *The Interpreters* and on Soyinka's relations with the 'Bolekaja Critics'. Note: There are many variations on the Tigritude Quip. JG)

Coe, Jonathan. "Wole’s Leftovers." *The Guardian* (London), 5 August 1988, p. 22. (Review of *Art, Dialogue and Outrage.* Considers the 'really impressive thing about (the) writing is its cogency'; regards Soyinka as having plenty to teach 'our own literary/ critical left wing'.)


Colmer, Rosemary. "The Motif of Resurrection and Forms of Regeneration in the Novels of Wole Soyinka." *Kunapipi* (Aarhus), 10, 3 (1988), pp. 53-68. (Discusses Soyinka's concept of 'The Fourth Stage', relates it, briefly, to some of his plays where it is, Cormer argues, often linked with death; draws attention to resurrection (Lazarus, for example) and regeneration (Orpheus myth) elements in the novels - where life is important; contrasts the manner in which myth is used in *Anomy* with the emphasis on interpretation in the earlier novel; points out that *Anomy* is a playwright's novel 'in which the visual sense is deliberately provoked into supplying important messages'; relates Sekoni to Sango and examines the experience of Lazarus in the context of Christian and Yoruba ideas about death and continuity; examines the significance of the painting of the Pantheon and the complex associations established through it. NB This is a carefully argued paper which makes important contributions to the study of Soyinka as novelist.)

Cooke, Michael G. "Foreword," *Triquarterly* (Evanston), 72 (Fall 1988), pp. 137-38. (Introduction to poems by Soyinka, pp. 139-153.)
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Devine, George. *A Sense of Direction*, London Faber and Faber, 1988. (Devine, an important influence on Soyinka during 1958/9, includes comments on the songs in *11 Men Dead in Hola*, about *The Invention*, the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND), and the directing responsibilities for *The Lion and the Jewel* at the Royal Court.)

Doherty, Folake, "The Nobel Prize - 2 Years After," *Quality* (Lagos), 2, 20, (20 October 1988), p. 22. (Subtitled: “24 months after Wole Soyinka won Africa's first Nobel Prize, Quality went to see how the life of the iconoclast has changed, “His privacy is gone” - Yemi Ogunbiyi’. Ogunbiyi quoted on the range and number of invitations Soyinka receives: 'He gets invited to such fora as the Council of Europe, where only heads of state are called.' Indicates that Soyinka could earn large sums if he simply gave lectures, but that he puts privacy above wealth: 'His life is bugged a lot, he shows up at airports, and is recognized by Euro-American journalists. Now, he feels a compelling need to travel incognito ...' 'Because what he says carries weight and is widely reported, Soyinka is now', says Ogunbiyi, 'more cautious of his pronouncements'.)

Dorsey, David. "Critical Perception of African Poetry." *African Literature Today* (London), 16 (1988), pp. 26-38. (Suggests that African poetry has been analyzed in inadequate terms, and sets out to show how the poetry is poetry and African, and to draw attention to its form. Refers to debate about Soyinka's attitude to his blackness in 'To my First White Hairs'; points out that the version of Soyinka's 'Purgatory' in Howard Sergeant's anthology differs from that in *Shuttle in the Crypt*. Later quotes the same poem to show how poems should be read, and as part of his argument that 'every observable feature of a poem must be examined'. See the ‘blackness’ issue in relation to Chinweizu’s perverse analysis.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson. ed. Special Issue on Africa of *The Drama Review* (New York University), 1988, pages 207. (Contains a variety of important essays on ritual performances. See also review by Judith Bettelheim, *African Arts* (Los Angeles), 23, 3 (November 1989).)

Ebewo, Patrick J. *Satire in Selected Plays of Wole Soyinka*. Ph D Thesis presented to the Department of Theatre Arts, University of Ibadan, 1988. (Basis of a subsequent publication.)


Ejiofor, Ben A. "Rotimi's Blessings at 50." *ANA Review '88* (Lagos), 11. (Includes an account of the reading of Lindfors' paper "Rotimi and Soyinka at Ife", and provides the following summary: "Soyinka's contribution to this verbal warfare on the pages of the newspaper was conciliatory and defensive." (!))

Ekopimoh, Lucy. "The Nobel Added More to Everything About Him' - Yeside Soyinka, Sister of the Nobel Laureate." Quality (Lagos), 2, 20 (23 October 1988), 23. This provides a glimpse of Soyinka as ‘a family man’. Compare with other personal profiles.)

Ekwuazi, Hygenius. "Blues for Wole Soyinka." Vanguard, 10 March 1988, pp. 8-9. (On film of Kongi's Harvest, etc. Note: Heading is play on the title of a Soyinka film.)

Elimimian, Isaac I. "Poetry as a Vehicle for Promoting National Consciousness and Development: The Example of Four Nigerian Poets." African Literature Today (London), 16 (1988), pp. 112-123. (An unoriginal paper which includes brief comments on "Harvest of Hate"; maintains that Soyinka is a 'traditional poet' in the sense that he relies essentially on the tradition and culture of his people - which Elimimian sees even in "Thunder into Storm"; traces the difference between 'pioneer (Nigerian) poets' - Osadebay and Azikiwe, and modern poets - Soyinka and Okigbo, in part, to education.)


Euba, Femi. "Soyinka’s Satiric Development and Maturity." Black American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 22, 3 (Fall 1988), pp. 615-628. (On Opera Wonyosi.)

Fatunla, Biola. "Dr Sowande's Wranglings." National Concord, 16 September 1988. (Describes Sowande's article as embarrassing. Refers to ‘people like Bode filled with envy and possessed with jealousy for no just cause, and blowing self-acclaimed trumpets as Bode the son of Sowande, Son of Egba, Egba Omo Lisabi.' The Sowande accusations were finally silenced (!) in 1992 by Saluwa's public apology. JG)

Feuser, Willfried F. "Wole Soyinka: The Problem of Authenticity." Black American Literature Forum (Terre Haute), 23, 2 (Fall 1988), 555-575. (See 1987.)


Forbes, Peter. "Scourge of Tin Gods." The Independent (London), 24 August 1988. (Draws attention to Soyinka as critic of ideologues and as an animist; perceives a 'truly Shakespearean spirit presiding over this volume'.)


Gibbs, James. "An Examination of Three of the Short Stories of Wole Soyinka." *Short Fiction in the New Literatures in English*, ed. Jacqueline Bardolph, Nice; Comite EACLALS, 1988, pp. 263-269. (Considers "Madame Etienne's Establishment" and the two "Tales of Two Cities"; refers to the Johnny Stories and "Egbe's Sworn Enemy"; draws attention to motives behind Soyinka's writing of the short stories.)


Gibbs, James (Gibs, dzejmez). "beskompromisni borac protiv rasizma i totalitarizma." *Odjek* (Sarajevo), 5 (1-15 March 1988), pp. 21-22. (Soyinka and South Africa; the article contains comments on Soyinka's Stockholm Discourse. Translated from the English.)


Idowu, Yomi. "Soyinka challenges Abacha ... launches 'Operation Road Sense.'" *National Concord*, 7 December 1988, pp. 1 and 10. (Concerns a clash with an army spokesman regarding the status and achievements of the FRSC, and gives details of an 'Operation' - an educational programme. A nation-wide broadcast said Road Accident Immunity Delusion Syndrome (RAIDS) had been in existence before AIDS; spokesman for the National Union of Road Transport Workers spoke of the problems of obtaining spare parts; ceremony ended with a 100 km demonstration drive. (The RAIDS/ AIDS line has the Soyinka touch. JG)

Iji, Edde M. "Wole Soyinka and Predecessors: Deviation, Conformism and Non-Conformism." *The Literary Criterion* (Mysore), 23, 1 and 2 (1988), pp. 131-142. (Confused and superficial comment on possible influences.)

---
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Ilesanmi, Obafemi. "Soyinka and the Broadway Critics." *The Guardian* (Lagos), 8 March 1988. (Using articles from *Today* (London) and *The Times* (London), 6 April 1987, Ilesanmi considers Frank Rich's position in New York ('a butcher on Broadway' JG). He also surveys Soyinka's fortunes in the US, and the critics’ reactions to William Golding’s *The Paper Men* - as a post-Nobel product. Quotes Soyinka from a 'recent interview' in *Ebony Man*: 'In a sense the prize has been a nuisance because it's created more exposure and far more demand than I'm prepared to handle.' Ilesanmi considers Soyinka 'a not very tactful controversialist' and regards his anti-Rich statements as 'counterproductive'. Claims that Horseman resulted in Soyinka being invited to do a play for the Royal Shakespeare Company. I have not been able to confirm this or identify which play he might have put on. JG.)


Inyang, Ibanga. "Still on Soyinka's Nobel Prize." *Sunday Concord*, 31 July 1988, 5. (On the politics of the award and the support of the Lagos - Ife - Ibadan Axis for Soyinka. Refers to Soyinka’s fear of 'being hatched from the belly of an air force plane on his way to an ANA conference in Abuja a few years ago,' and to 'tribal jingoists'. Concludes 'To me Soyinka's Nobel award does not mean any more than Richard Nixon's...’ [sic]. NB In 1975 Henry Kissinger was awarded a Nobel Prize. Is that the comparison? JG.)


Kanfer, Stefan. "Balancing Horror and Hope." *Time* (New York), 1 February 1988, pp. 24-25. (An account of the Paris meeting of Nobel Prize winners, includes quote from Soyinka re attitudes to the Third World and a reference to Shylock's plea. See Soyinka Primary Sources.)


Kirpal, Viney, "The Structure of the Modern Nigerian Novel and the National Consciousness." *Modern Fiction Studies* (W. Lafayette), 34, 1, (Spring 1988), pp. 45-54. (The paper includes an explanation of the name ‘Iriyise’ (it ‘means ‘The dew’ or ‘inside the bowels of the earth’); provides a symbolic interpretation of *Season of Anomy*.)

Kontagora, Hassan Sani. "Stop Crying, Soyinka." *Hotline News Magazine*, (Kaduna), 22 August - 4 September 1988, p. 4. (Response to Soyinka's address to Road Safety Corpsmen on 4 August, and his complaints. Regional politics may have come into play. JG)


Lindfors, Bernth. "Africa and the Nobel Prize." *World Literature Today* (Norman), Spring 1988, pp. 222-224. (Analysis of the significance of the award to Soyinka, and assessment of the merits of other African writers who may - or should - be considered for the prize. Puts forward the claims of Achebe and Gordimer strongly.)


M., G. (Photo: Huguier, Françoise). ‘Soyinka, le Nobel de la route.’ *Libération*, 17 March 1988, p. 39. (Opens with an account of Soyinka’s appointment as head of the RSC following his service dating back to 1978, when, with Kole Omotoso and other friends, he formed a think tank (‘groupe de réflexion’). M G gives price of petrol (39 kobos le litre). Describes traffic jams, bush taxis, schemes regarding Lagos access for odd and even numbers on alternate days – this foiled by duplicate plates. Refers to poor road signs; gives account of Operation TITO, ‘teach in teach out’, with flyers and vehicle inspections. Soyinka very critical of drivers of HGVs. … he ‘lives on the roads’ since resigning his academic post. It seems Soyinka ‘finds peace’ in the Abeokuta office. From a recent visit to Japan, he has picked up the idea of huge posters of recent accidents to chill the blood of drivers at the start of motorways. Article concludes with flourish: a reference to Ogun.)
Maja-Pearce, Adewale. "Open Combat." Observer (London), 31 July 1988, p. 42. (Review of Art, Dialogue and Outrage; draws attention to Soyinka's political and literary combativeness; and singles out "The Fourth Stage" as showing his fidelity to his inheritance. Note: There was, later, controversy between Maja Pearce and Soyinka.)


Narasimhaiah, C.D. "Where Angels Fear to Tread: Chinua Achebe and Wole Soyinka as Critics of the African Scene." The Literary Criterion (Mysore), 23, 1 and 2 (1988), pp. 222-236. (Narasimhaiah makes valid points about Soyinka's criticism; draws attention to the common cause between Indian writers on drama and Soyinka; suggests that there is a state 'beyond tragedy' and that Soyinka's comments on Song of a Goat are of limited value.)


Ofeimun, Odia. "God bless extremism." *Guardian* (Lagos), 5 June 1988, p. 9. (On the absence of Giants from an International Literary Symposium; comments on Soyinka's address: "No to the gun").


Ogunbiyi, Yemi. "The Story on Soyinka is mischievous." *Sunday Times*, 3 July 1988, 3. (On an account of Soyinka singing in an Abuja hotel. See Anon above.)


Ojewuyi, Segun. "Way-out *Opera Wonyosi*." *Vanguard* (Lagos), 15 December 1988, pp. 8-9. (Production presented in both Lagos and Ibadan.)
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Omotoso, Gbenga. “Soyinka seeks embargo, Nigerian protest at G-8 summit.” *Guardian*, 19 May, 1988, pp. 1-2. (This followed the protest at G-8 summit in the UK. Soyinka advocated isolation as - inflicted on South Africa.)

Omotoso, Kole. "Literary Personality of the Month." *The Companion* (Ibadan), (December 1988), pp. 18-20. (On Soyinka's biography and need for deeper criticism of his work.)

Omuemu, Etin-Osa. "Readers' Rights: Admonition to Chinweizu." *Vanguard*, 4 December, 1988, pp. 7, 15. (Describes the exchanges between Soyinka and Chinweizu as ‘little puffs of steam emanating from two, human, smoking, volcanoes.’ Sees the two men as ‘renowned intellectuals’ who thrive on ‘the amplification of molehills of differences into mountains of dissent.’ While acknowledging Chinweizu's stand for the ‘decolonization of African literature’ Omuemu argues - possibly influenced by Gardner - that he ‘fails to respect reader's sensibilities by trespassing into the domain of the individual's sense of judgement.’ Argues that Chinweizu sees only black and white, good and bad, and ‘has a brilliant tunnel vision.’ Blames Soyinka for not knowing when to be quiet: ‘Soyinka ought and should be able to accommodate the dissenting views of Chinweizu within the mythic terrain of his mind.’ Draws attention to areas of common interest: both are Afrocentric: ‘The only difference between them is on the question of style and the use of language.’ [sic] Suggests Soyinka's work has become more accessible while Chinweizu's ‘tone of criticism has continued to sound like the melody of a cracked disk.’ Omuemu taught English at the University of Benin.)
Onanuga, Bayo with Dele Momodu, Sam Omatseye and Babafemi Ojudu. "Who's pulling Soyinka down?" *African Concord* (Lagos), 17 October 1988, pp. 18-30. (A series of articles and interviews, most or all of which the named authors seem to be responsible for. Sees the charges against Soyinka - and (FRSC Colleague) Olu Agunloye - as part of a 'smear campaign'. Concludes 'Most of the allegations are based on outright lies. Some are pure distortions of reality. Soyinka is the catalyst.' Notes Soyinka's unorthodox administrative style. Names Major R O A Saluwa (rtd) as the one spreading the rumours. Says he had put in claims for N15,000 for work done on behalf of RSC. Soyinka and Agunloye had claimed 2,000. Saluwa had support among the RSC ranks. Article speculates that Saluwa might be acting for a bigger figure. Note Sowande had repeated rumours. Some years later, Saluwa made a public apology. JG)

Onibonoje, Biodun. *The Lion and the Jewel* with Notes, Ibadan: Onibonoje, 1988, pages 119. (The volume, in the Parrot Series (!), contains the full text of the play and some 50 pages of material for students. The notes were partly prepared in the seventies and have, in a few cases, been clumsily up-dated. Rev'd BALE 3202 BL. Note: Discussions about Onibonoje as a publisher and author.)


Osahon, Naiwu. "Re: Soyinka sings." *Sunday Concord*, 19 June 1988, p. 5. (Osahon sees Soyinka's statement, reported on June 12, as an intellectual resorting to abuse. Makes a sweeping generalization which seems to accuse Soyinka of 'blackmail, tribalism, intimidation and name calling.' Refers to Soyinka's 'white acclaimed work, titled 'To my first white hairs'.' He considers this an aberration, 'structured obviously to divert our patriotic zeal.' Refers to the Nobel Prize as 'another toxic waste being dumped on our minds.' Responses by Ishaq and Abiola. JG: See this in relation to Osahon's work as a 'controversial' columnist and to his supine acceptance of Chinweizu’s perverse interpretation of “To my first.”.)


Osundare, Niyi. "Theatre of the Beaded Curtain: Nigerian Drama and the Kabiyesi Syndrome." *Okike* (Nsukka), 27/28 (March 1988), 99-113. (Osundare examines Soyinka's aristocratic heroes, and asks 'Why is Soyinka so lenient with his stage monarchs?' Clearly wishes the playwright's vision had 'reached further' and that he had 'pitched his tent among the people - the people who always outlast the palace.' NB Osundare refers to the Proceedings of the First Ibadan Annual African Literature Conference. This was held in 1976, but … Who published these? JG.) This is a crucial document in the controversy between Soyinka and leftist critics, the Opon Ifa or Ibadan / Ife group, the Marxists. *Horsemanship* is central to the controversy. Note shifting positions of Jeyifo, Osofisan, Osundare and Soyinka over the years. JG.)
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Osundare, Niyi. "Upon Reading Aké, Soyinka's years of childhood." Daily Times (Lagos), 15 July 1988. (Accompanied by an interview. NB Osundare later wrote a poem about Isara.)


Raufu, Abiodun. "Of Wasters and the Wasted." Daily Times, 16 September 1988, p. 11. (A response to dispute between Sowande and Soyinka; Suggests Soyinka should have stayed out of Government. See Soyinka on 'Wasted Breed' and response by Adekambi.)
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Samuel, Kayode. "Soyinka, Solarin and the Four Cs." Vanguard, 6 April 1988, p. 7. (Four Cs = Cooperation, collaboration, competition and confrontation. Refers to Soyinka's appointment as head of the FRSC.)


Sokunbi, Wale. "Soyinka replies critics: 'I didn't keep Road Safety Corps N6 Million in my private account', he says." National Concord, 17 October 1988, p.5. (See longer article, interview etc by Onanuga et al. Accusation were made by 'Tunde Ademola', from a fictitious address, in Sunday Concord and in other letters which were circulating. Soyinka admits to an 'unorthodox' administrative style, picks up the Sowande issue, and refers to Saluwa as 'not on best terms' with FRSC Board because of personal expenses.)
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Uguru, Josiah. "The Man Died - Is it Wole Soyinka." New African (London), 251 (August 1988), pp. 44-45 (BL 45-6). Uguru quoted Maisidi Yakubu who accused Soyinka of 'collusion with the present government'. And Festus Iyayi on wondering why Soyinka saw nothing wrong in serving under a capitalist system. Picks up the accusations made by Sowande (he 'took his idol to the slabs'), and mentions Soyinka's 'spirited defence' at the recent International Symposium on African Literature sponsored by UNESCO and the Nigerian Government in Lagos. Apparently he posed the question: What would be the reaction to a workers' invasion with placards 'screaming "down with parasitic writers"'?

Ujunwa, Azu. "Leave Soyinka alone." Vanguard, 1 June, 1988, p. 6. (A semi-literate defence of Soyinka for taking the RSC post.)

Ukala, Sam. ‘The false prophet as the bane of the Nigerian society: Wole Soyinka’s Window on religious leaders and the intelligentsia.’ Religion and the Development of a Nation: The State of Nigeria. ed. P. Ade Dopamu, Ilorin: Nigerian Association for the Study of Religions (NASR), 1988, pp. 138-156. (Looks at Jero, Swamp Dwellers, Strong Breed, Lion and Jewel, Road, Dance of the Forests and Kongi’s Harvest.)
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NB There are a number of leads that could be checked: Check These include Sunday Times, 18 March 1990, on Isara; TES 31 August 1990, 16a, on Mandela and ‘Diary Note’, Times (London), Oct 9, 18a.

Anon. Cartoon. "Now that the man has won the Nobel ..." Third World, 1, 2 (1990).


Anon. "Soyinka's Horseman Comes alive again." Guardian Express (Lagos), 24 January 1990, 5. (Pre performance material on the February 6-11 production of Horseman, 'Eleshinoba as the play is popularly referred to' by Bayo Oduneye, ‘Uncle B.’, as he is known. Article lists cast and crew, reports Oduneye's satisfaction with company, with backers, and with the advertising on radio and TV. Summarizes the attraction and the qualities of the play; 'the predominant theme weighs the tragic consequence of cultur (sic) imperialism, especially in those days between Europe and Africa. It further highlights the conflicts of ideology and social principles attendant to the white man's attempt to disregard the cultural and traditional values of Africans."

Anon. "A bank's romance with the theatre." *Daily Champion* (Lagos), 2 February 1990. (Reports that a forum at the Sheraton Hotel, Lagos, the previous Tuesday' had marked the official introduction by the Nigeria International Bank Ltd of its sponsorship of *Horseman*. Draws attention to the involvement of the managing director, Amirapu Somasekhar, in the project. He is quoted as saying that his bank 'is seeking a larger and fuller role as a corporate citizen', and has already promoted an exhibition by Bruce Onabrakpeya and established prizes in five universities. Proceeds from ticket sales go to charity.)


Anon. "NIB's discomfiture." *Sunday Champion* (Lagos), 18 February 1990. (Reports the 'discomfort' of the ticket holders who arrived early and yet had to wait outside the theatre, indicated that the sponsorship was 'close to half a million naira' and that 'still some of the artists grumbled about inadequate remunerations'.)

Anon. "Soyinka sends ram as gift to Achebe." *Sunday Punch* (Lagos), 18 February 1990. (Soyinka sent the ram on the occasion of an International Symposium at Nsukka marking Achebe's 60th birthday. Reported that an Achebeana Collection had been formed at Nsukka. NB Some years later, Soyinka reflected on the rumours that had been circulated about the ram gift. Soyinka made clear that it was sent partly because he could not attend the event. JG)

Anon. "Untold story of Professor Wole Soyinka's sizzling romance with Folake Doherty." *Climax Magazine* (Lagos), 21 February 1990, p. 6. (Doherty was educated at Idia College, Benin City, and at the University of Ife, where she had read English. She had worked at *The Guardian* and had been in Stockholm for the presentation of the Nobel Prize. The article includes information from Doherty's erstwhile colleagues and neighbours - she lives in Allen Avenue - and speculation that she was pregnant by Soyinka. There were rumours of imminent marriage.)

Anon. "Wole Soyinka Quits." *Sunday Times* (Lagos), 25 February 1990. (Reports that Soyinka had submitted or had lodged somewhere - a resignation letter re FRSC, no date given; information provided on new licence, blood group and eye-test regulations for drivers. NB Soyinka resigned at beginning of 1992. JG)

Anon. "Nigerian High Commissioner..." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 26 February 1990. (Photograph of Soyinka with Michael Manley in Jamaica 'recently'. Soyinka has written and spoken about his visit(s) to Jamaica. JG)

Anon. "I'll remain a road marshal - Soyinka." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 27 February 1990. (Reports that Soyinka had deposited a resignation letter, date not known, with the Central Bank indicating separation from Federal Road Safety Commission. Soyinka indicated that he does not believe in the 'personalisation of any organisation'; warned marshals to be upright and indicated that he would remain a voluntary marshal.)
Anon. "The Soyinkas: Are they still married." *Weekend Concord* (Lagos), 3 March 1990. (Reports that the Soyinkas 'lived together as husband and wife until 1981 when the marriage was dissolved at an Ile-Ife Magistrate Court on the grounds of "incompatibility". Refers to a 'turbulent period' in the marriage after Soyinka's release from detention in 1971. The couple's four children have 'dual homes'.)


Anon. "Un Prix Nobel à Dijon." *Le Bien Public* (Dijon), 23 March, 17. (On Soyinka's visit to Dijon. Article quotes J-P Durix and Soyinka, the latter on the need for Africa to have a 'universal' language as affecting his decision to write in English.)

Anon. "Ake on Screen." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 31 March. (Report of plans to film *Ake*, those involved included Dr Folabo Ajayi, Dapo Adeniyi, Wole Soyinka, Kalu Okpi and Dejumo Lewis, as producer and director. These plans seem to have come to nothing. There was later talk of a film being made in 2012/3. JG)


Anon. "Coup suspects..." *West Africa* (London), 14-20 May 1990, 817. (Reports that Soyinka had spoken to Babangida 'barely twelve hours' before the coup attempt on April 22nd and had raised some of the issues mentioned by the dissidents. Indicated that some of the complaints required 'close scrutiny and remedial action'; warned that 'security agencies should not act in an opportunistic fashion', suggested that the trial of the plotters would show that religion was 'not critical in the fundamental animation of the tragic episode'.)


Anon. "Rumbles of Footprints at theatre workshop." *Guardian Express*, 11 July 1990. (Report on controversy surrounding a workshop which included productions of *Home to Roost* and *Conference* 'both written by Soyinka'. No details of the latter available. The former is a *Before the Blow-out script*; the latter unknown to me at this time. JG.)

Anon. "'Solarin has not betrayed his principles' - Soyinka." *Daily Times*, 13 June 1990, p.3. Anon. *"Soyinka Sues "Prime People" for N10 m." Daily Times* (Lagos), 18 June 1990. (Claims his former wife libelled him by representing herself as 'his only legal wife'.)
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Anon. "Soyinka for Oslo Conference on 'politics of hate'." *The Guardian* (Lagos), 15 June. (Soyinka expected to participate in a conference in Oslo, August 26-29.)

Anon. "Soyinka on corruption." *West Africa* (London), 16-22 July, 2121-2. (Summary of Soyinka's contribution at a forum, ‘Dialogue’, at which he drew attention to the need to prosecute corrupt military governors, his objections to Decree 9 and the fact that he had made representation about corruption to Babangida.)

Anon. "UI's late theatre season begins tomorrow." *Guardian Express*, ( ), 18 July, 5. (Outlines plans for the season, which includes *The Road*.)

Anon. "Soyinka's *The Road* may be shown in Lagos soon." *The Daily Times* (Lagos), 4 August 1990. (Dr Yemi Ogunbiyi, Managing Director of the paper, indicated possibility of a Lagos performance, noted that 'the lessons on causes of road accidents by commercial drivers' and so on 'should be brought to the public light'. Dr Olu Agunloye, chief executive of the FRSC, spoke about tradition of using theatre to forward the Commission's work, and observed that 'such a play is in line with the objectives of the FRSC. A member of the audience said 'To me the most important lesson the play tried to teach was that people should not crowd around an accident victim'. Also see "Drama Fiesta at Ibadan", *Daily Times*, 14 July, which carries details of the UI Theatre Arts season of which the production was a part.)

Anon. ‘*The Road* on Stage.’ *Sunday Concord*, 19 August 1990. (The play ran for a week at UI Arts Theatre. Contradictory opinions: ‘Watching *The Road* on stage is a piece of tragic-comic revelation that will make one ask why people take the play to be difficult … Humorous as the play is it will take a brain racking exercise to decode it.’ Critic regrets that the songs ‘are rendered in Yoruba’. Complains about the padding (loose) used by Particulars Joe, commended the acting of Femi Ogunjobi as Samson. Says the play was first produced in ‘Stratford, England, in 1965. This is an easily made mistake. It was at ‘Stratford East’. JG There were plans to take this production, directed by Femi Osofisan to Lagos, before the end of 1990.)


Anon. ‘Soyinka’s “Childe Internationale”.’ *The Punch*, 5 September 1990. (‘The kiddies too deserve some fun and for just N2 ‘… *Childe Internationale* put on by Baaloy Productions, with National Arts Theatre, at Cinema 2, National Theatre, at 12 noon and 2 pm daily. Directed by Oritseneyima Kwamee. Adults N5.)

Anon. ‘Soyinka takes another award.’ *Daily Times* (Lagos), 13 September 1990. (Refers to a statement issued at Abeokuta ‘yesterday’, that Mr and Mrs Rastrelli would host Soyinka’s family to a private dinner at their residence. Soyinka would go to Palermo, Sicily, to receive the Premio Modello Internazionale, a prize for the greatest writer of a continent. There is a reference to a broadcast of *A Scourge of Hyacinths*, and hints that Soyinka might, after his return, spend time outside the country in connection with the Essay Foundation. It had taken over responsibility for the Okigbo Prize for Poetry. Article refers to the award earlier in the year of the Benson Medal by the Royal Society of Literature, UK. Note: Premio letterario internazionale Mondello. JG.)

Anon. “What African Writers haven't done - Soyinka.” *Daily Times* (Lagos), 15 September 1990, 2. (Award of Ghana Association of Writers (GAW) fellowship; comments on African leaders, ECOWAS and PAWA.)

Anon. ‘Soyinka gives panacea for recurring coups.’ *The Guardian* (Lagos), 26 November 1990. (Records that Soyinka spoke shortly before leaving for a cultural and artistic tour of Germany and the United States, of the need for compulsory military training, humanization of the military, and faith in the sanctity of human life.)

Anon. "Another Feather for Laureate." *African Guardian* (Lagos), 8 October 1990, p. 42. (Honoured as Commander of the Order of Merit by Italy's Ambassador to Nigeria.)


Anon. "Soyinka's papers: IBB intervenes." *Daily Times*, 31 October, pp. 1 and 4. (See also Ogunleye 1990; Fagbulu 1990; Olukuye 1990. Soyinka wanted the solution to involve the Essay Foundation; Osofisan, speaking at ANA conference, considered the intervention an important boost for the arts. JG.)

Anon. "FG to have Soyinka's Papers." *African Guardian* (Lagos), 12 November 1990, p. 19. (Nigerian Head of State intervenes to purchase papers for the nation.)

Anon. "Baby boy for Wole Soyinka." *Vintage People*, 14-21 December. (Child born 'a few weeks ago'; lists Soyinka's other children.)

Abati, Reuben. "Wole Soyinka and The Road."*Daily Times* (Lagos), 11 August. (Information about a production by Femi Osofisan sponsored by *The Daily Times*, presented at Ibadan, August 2-11. Femi Fatoba played Professor, Femi Ogunjobi Samson, etc. The play conceived as a ritual; the humour much appreciated.)
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Abati, Reuben. ‘Recent Nigerian Dramatists: Context, Attitudes and Patterns (1).’ *The Guardian*, 3 November 1990, 8. (GLS 2049), followed by (2), on 10 November, p. 18. (GLS 2049) and 3 on 17 November, 12. (Concentrates on the ‘post-Osofisan’ generation, the one that emerged in the late eighties. Includes comments on Biyi Bandele-Thomas, Tess Onwueme, and on children’s theatre. Penultimate paragraph includes: ‘… perhaps the most central achievement of recent Nigerian drama is the emergence in literary form, of a concern for children’ Abati refers to Yahaya S. Dangana’s *The Barber’s Nine Children* and *The Emir’s Secret*, and Irene Salami’s *Short Plays for Juniors.*’ Notes danger of reducing level for children.)

Ackroyd, Peter. "Out of Africa Nobel Laureate." Review of *Isara* and *Mandela's Earth and Other Poems. The Times* (London), 15 March, 19. (Drawing on *Art, Dialogue and Outrage*, as well as the two titles under review, Ackroyd looks at Soyinka's view of Africa and at the whole idea of being an African writer. In *Isara*, he finds no indication whether the Christian or non-Christian groups attract greater weight. Regards the poetry as 'Highly derivative of English models'.)

Adams, Paul, Vanguard cartoon shows Soyinka marching with gun, and balloon text: "Military training programme for all ... Forestall coups ... carry arms." Under picture "Onward 'Civilian' soldiers..."

Adeboye, Lanre and Dapo Adeniyi. "Death on Stage." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 3 February 1990. (Refs to Oduneye's production as the fifth in Nigeria since Soyinka directed it in 1975. Indicates that the performances began at 2 pm each day of the run, and that it ran from 7 – 11 Feb. The performance on the 6th was a Command performance. Oduneye had already directed it and said 'one of our objectives will be to find contemporary relevance for this historical piece'.)

Adekoya, Segun. "Soyinka and the Poetry of Power." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 18 July, 18 and 25 July. (A review of *Mandela's Earth and Other Poems*. Traces links with *Ogun Abibiman* through theme of struggle for freedom and 'high lyrical quality'. Regards Soyinka's experiences in prison as informing poems about Mandela's imprisonement. Sees 'the great potential of black people for self-annihilation or betrayal of their race, (as) the theme that runs through the second part of the book.' Describes 'After the Deluge' as a 'cauterizing satire'; relates 'Dragonfly at my Windowpane' to Soyinka's controversy with the 'troika' critics; contrasts the ending of 'Caryatid' with the 'universal dream' at the end of 'Idanre'; concludes by describing the collection as 'a good read'.)


Adelugba, Dapo. I think Adelugba wrote on theatre in Ibadan for *The Nigerian Stage* (Ilorin), but have not been able to confirm this or find details. JG...
Adelugba, Segun. ‘Osofisan unveils mysteries of Soyinka’s play.’ *National Concord*, 16 August 1990, 5. (Describes the content of a six week drama season that included *The Road*, together with *Yungba Yungba* (Osofisan), dir. Sunbo Marinho; *My Life in the Bush of Ghosts*, dir Sowande, and *Rhythm of the Wind* by Mark Ademiju, dir. Peter Tade Adekunle. Includes comments on Osofisan’s careful blocking. Notes the cadences of Professor’s lines (‘that sometimes sound like nursery rhymes’), the reconstruction of a perhaps sadly vanished past, the ‘comic bunch’ of layabouts, and the cheers drawn from the audience.)

Adeniyi, Dapo. "Soyinka at 56." *Daily Times* (Lagos), 14 July 1990, 17. (Summarizes output, refers to plans to film *Ake*, and for Bruce Onobrakpeya's 'birthday portrait'.)


Adjaye, Joseph K. "Wole Soyinka 1986." In *Nobel Laureates in Literature: A Biographical Dictionary*. New York: Garland, 1990, pp. 418-426. (States that Soyinka writes 'exclusively in English, and .that he graduated in 1954. Adjaye makes several mistakes in dating early works and productions; he thinks Soyinka was 'charged' with 'conspiring with secessionist Biafra' and that the totem in *A Dance* is a flagpole. He states that Ngugi charges Soyinka with lacking 'a clearly identifiable commitment to political activism'.)

Adler, Anthony. "The Lion and the Jewel."*Reader: Chicago's Free Weekly*, 7 December, vol. 20, no. 16. (Review which has reservations about the play on grounds of 'political correctness', see other reviews by Bommer, Weiss and Smith. JG)

Afolabi, Omotayo. "Review of The Lion and the Jewel."*West Africa* (London), 15-21 January 1990, 77. (Suggests that 'poor performances may have been responsible for some of the weaknesses' in the London production.)


Aghagbon, Chiji. “Wole Soyinka’s Death and the King’s Horseman.” *Arts Illustrated Weekly* (Lagos), 8-14 March 1990,

Aghedo, Nayaba. "Nobel Legacies." *City Life* ( ), 22 November. (Trailed as a look 'at the man, his philosophy and his work'. Refers to Soyinka 'working closely with ... G Wilson Knight', as holding a 'semi-official post as Road Safety Commissioner', and as 'entitled 'The Watchdog of the People'". Quotes Badejo on the relevance of Horseman and the importance of respect for other peoples' cultures.)
Aghedo, Nayaba. "The way it is!" Caribbean Times (London), 4 December. (One of a collection of pieces by Aghedo on the Manchester Horseman; uses same material elsewhere, re irony of cotton exchange venue, Soyinka's 'tell-it-how-it-is' style, 'magnificent' performances and so on.)


Ajibade, Kunle, "A Star Snuffed," African Concord (Lagos), 11 June, 53. (The article provides a brief account of the achievements of Peter Feuser, road accident victim, who had directed The Road in 1988. Soyinka's reference for him is quoted. Peter was the son of Willfried. JG)

Akinpelu, Mayor. "Wole Soyinka's new wife is pregnant." Vintage People, September 28-October 1990, p. 4. (On Soyinka's family, courtship and marriage.)


Akomolafe, Olu. "Awovarsity Theatre, An Historical Perspective." The Nigerian Stage (Ilorin), 1, 1 (March), 54-60. (Refers to Soyinka's role in theatre life at the University of Ife, mentions his Chairmanship of Oduduwa Hall, and the decline of Ori Olokun during his period at Ife; does not allude to the Guerrilla Theatre Unit.)


Atalese, David. ‘Soyinka gives recipe for coups.’ Daily Times, 26 September 1990. (Soyinka, 'speaking with newsmen in his office’ in Abeokuta, called for compulsory military training. Described the army as a close (d) club and called for it to be humanised. Dismissed the predictions that he would die unless people fasted and prayed for him, adding: ‘But if I die the prophet should be held responsible.’ Came out against wage increases - led to inflation perhaps, and described the governor of Katsina state who had flogged a contractor as ‘barbaric’. )

Atalese, David. "Why I didn't register with any party - Soyinka." Daily Times (Lagos), 31 March 1990. (Reports on a press conference given at Abeokuta at which Soyinka gave reasons for not joining a political party – I e reservations about NEC's decision to write the manifestos; also spoke about the 'atrocities and other crimes' in the universities, which he blamed on the children of the elite. Spoke about the Pyrates and the disbanding of the National Association of Seadogs in 1983.)

Axworthy, see Nwamuo

Ayoola, Tosin. "Teaching Soyinka a few tricks." West Africa (London), 9-15 April, 606. (Reports that Oduneye 'made a success of what is commonly regarded as the most difficult of Soyinka's plays', and, see discussion in Art, Dialogue and Outrage, that 'New York critics mercilessly hacked his directorial efforts to pieces'. Draws attention to the celebratory element in the production and 'an age old Yoruba tradition that when the king dies, his horseman must be sacrificed'. Suggests that NIB provided N150, 000 in subsidy - cf reports of a larger sum, and that tickets were (re) sold at five times their face value.)

Bailey, Paul. "Piecing his father together." The Sunday Times (London), 18 March 1990, H 7. (Considers the reasons for Soyinka's decision to write a novel ('spaciousness'); regards fact and fiction as merging in the story of Mariam and Tenten ('The Search'); describes the rest of the book as more loosely narrated and the prose as 'leisurely', considers Sipe's debt collecting episode 'delicious'; finds some longueurs, but also 'wonderful passages'.)

Baker-White, Robert. Popular theatre and literary text in contemporary drama: The dialectic of appropriation. PhD Stanford University. 298 pages. (Argues that in Soyinka's version of The Bacchae the classical text is contrasted strikingly with 'contemporary forms of ritualistic popular performance.')</p>

Bamigbetan, Kehinde with Ide Eguabor and Reuben Mouka. "Soyinka is naive, says army boss ... over his anti-coup arms call," also «Thumbs down for Soyinka's pet dream." Vanguard, 13 October 1990, pp.1, 8-9. (Subtitled 'The 'nos' drown the 'ayes' on the question of whether Nigerians should own guns to deter coup plotters.' Refers to Soyinka reiteration of his views to Vanguard at Abeokuta: to the effect that every Nigerian should be given military training and "the next civilian regime should make a law that would empower every Nigerian the opportunity of having a gun." (sic) The article quoted Col Fred Chijuka on the naivety of the plan and asked what sort of weapons would be owned by the citizens. Later in the article Soyinka is quoted on the need to "demystify the feeling of superiority triggered by the soldiers' monopoly of weapons." Tunji Olapa saw wider gun ownership as «calling for anomie.")

Bandele-Thomas, Biyi. "The British Premiere of a 20th Century Classic." Home News (Lagos), 29 Nov - 4 Dec 1990, 13. (Favorable review of Manchester production of Horseman. Compares it with those by Osanyin and Oduneye in Lagos. Comments on Iyaloja's 'quaint' pronunciation of Yoruba. Considers that Badejo's decision to translate lines into Yoruba during the trance scene worked well. NB: Author is noted playwright. JG.)

Banham, Martin. "Initiates and Outsiders: The Theatre of Africa in the Theatres of Europe." The University of Leeds Review, 33 (1990), 25-49. (Banham's Inaugural Lecture includes comments on Horseman and The Lion and the Jewel, before moving on to Aidoo, Ngugi, and Rotimi.)

Barber, Karin. "Drums and Shame." Times Higher Educational Supplement (London), 14 12 90. (Favourable review of Horseman at Manchester; Barber was taken to task by J. Michael Walton (THES 21 12 90) for referring to the production as the first in the UK. Walton said Chris Kamlongera had directed it at Hull. NB Confusion over Kamlongera’s nationality. JG)

Bardolph, Jacqueline. "Language and Voices in A Dance of the Forests." *A Dance of the Forests*, Dijon: Special Issue of Commonwealth Essays and Studies, 49-58. (Draws attention to the somewhat timeless and placeless language.)
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Biddle, Jo. "Empire's death throes." *West Lancashire Evening Gazette* (Blackpool), 23 November. (Manchester's Horseman "is a challenging play stunning the audience with its vibrancy and complexity".)

Bodunrin, Adebayo. 'No politics for Soyinka in the 90s.' *Vanguard*, 23 August 1990, 1, 8. (In the context of rejecting Voodoo Democracy, the idea of government involvement in writing manifestoes, Soyinka said ‘No politics for me throughout this decade’. Words he later ate. JG.) Quoted/ misquoted as saying: ‘Nigerian socialists are tall in rhetorics but brief in action.’ Spoke about his commitment to socialism, the need for ideological re-orientation, and the pretence in Benin’s revolution. (Kerekou declared himself a Marxist. Asked about violence on the roads, Soyinka said the marshals had been insured and ‘been trained on how to ward off aggressive attacks from drivers and armed robbers…’ The Corpsmen had no guns.)


Brissenden, Alan. "Tradition and the Playwright: *Volpone* and *The Lion and the Jewel.*" In *Uncommon Ground*, ed Andrew Taylor and Russell McDougall, Adelaide: CRNLE, Essays and Monograph Series, no. 4, 44-52. (Brissenden links Soyinka's play with Jonson's, the commedia dell'arte and Alarinjo theatre. He argues that it shows 'the folly of immaturely accepting unexamined cultural change, of underestimating the cunning of the experienced and of believing the unlikely stories of the powerful'.)

Bryce, Jane. "Review of *Isara: A Voyage Around Essay.*" *West Africa* (London), 21-27 May, 846. (Describes the book as 'a semi-fictional memoir of his father' and quotes Wemuja's 'We dey go carry his'ry' as encapsulating the spirit of the work; glosses 'ex-Iles' as 'literally, 'from-home'; describes Ashtabula as signifying both an American town and 'an idealized realm of opportunity and self-fulfillment'; defines the quests in which the characters are involved and describes the finale as a 'set-piece' in which 'personal, social and political history merge in a crescendo of climactic storytelling, where the sheer drama of the events is breathtaking.' Sees the image of the new Oba, a Trade Unionist, as showing the relationship between reactionary forces and those who recognize the need for change.)

B., J. (Jane Bryce?). "Wole Soyinka 'Spikes the Wall' in London." *West Africa* (London), 26 March-1 April, 521. (A fourteen-line account of Soyinka's contribution to the Guardian Conversations at the ICA, during March. Mentions the impact on him of the Nobel Prize - it 'disrupted (his) normal creative tempo', and the ironies which link Berlin, as setting for the Conference which partitioned Africa and as a focus of political developments; refers to the importance Soyinka places on Mandela and his description of Africa as 'Mandela's Earth'.)
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